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Abstract—Datasets are important for security analytics and
mitigation processes in cyber security research and investigations.
“Cyber security challenge (CSC)” events provide the means
to collect datasets. The New Zealand National cyber security
challenge event is designed to promote cyber security education,
awareness and equally as important, collect datasets for research
purposes. In this paper, we present the: (1) Importance of cyber
security challenge events, (2) Highlight the importance of collecting datasets, and (3) present a user-centric security visualization
model of attack behaviors. User-centric features with the theoretical concept of Data Provenance as a Security Visualization
Service (DPaaSVS) are used to display attacks commencing at the
reconnaissance stage through to compromising a defending team
machine and exploiting the systems. DPaaSVS creates the ability
for users to interact and observe correlations between cyberattacks. Finally we provide future work on Security Visualization
with Augmented Reality capabilities to enhance and improve user
interactions with the security visualization platform.
Index Terms - Security Visualization; Cyber-attacks; Usercentricity; Data Provenance; Datasets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ability to analyze cyber-attack datasets effectively alters future defensive and offensive security techniques and
tools. New threat intelligence techniques provide realistic
outputs from understanding past cyber-attack behaviors and
landscapes. These are some basic methods used day-to-day
in security research. Cyber security challenges (CSC) are
effective penetration testing environments to improve ethical
hacking in both defensive and offensive security. This means
emulating attack behaviors and techniques in a most realistic
way possible, up-to-date, and hands-on environment to teach
cyber security [18], [26]. Generally, CSC platforms are in two
forms: (1) Capture the Flag (CTF) - a reverse engineering
challenge and (2) Red-Blue Team Attack and Defend challenge [5], [19], [11].
A. Paper Structure and Outline
In this paper we present:
1) Overview of the “national CSC” competition platform
and the purpose as mentioned in Section III.
2) “User-centric security visualization platform” implemented to help academic cyber security research.

Section II shares past and existing reseach work around visualizing cyber security challenge events. Section IV provides
the “Cybersecurity Challenge (CSC)” Backend platform and
the importance of designing a backend visualization platform
that can efficiently communicate to the frontend visualization
platform. Section V provides our main contribution, that is the
User-centric security visualization Frontend platform. It serves
with core purpose of interacting with users. Section VI evaluates the Cybersecurity Challenge platform, namely identifying
challenges and how to improve the competition. Section VII
evaluates the security visualization platform and added usercentric features and finally, Section VIII concludes this paper
and states future work.
II. S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION BACKGROUND
With benefits of experiencing adversarial cyber incidents
and their natures, both aim to contribute to developing skilled
cyber security professionals [18], [19]. Security challenge
competitions are a powerful educational resource platform
which drives by motivating students to excel in security
research with future innovation in security techniques and
tools [12], [8], [31], [14]. CSC competitions provides near
real-time experiences and opportunities to educate students,
provide situation awareness and execute holistic cyber-attack
scenarios in a controlled environment [12], [29]. Understanding how hacking is carried out elevates the participants (students & industry security professionals) knowledge on how to
handle cyber-attacks during an incident response scenario [6],
[11], [28].
Humans learn faster with the use of visual representation
of concepts, ideas, thoughts and knowledge [25]. DARPA’s
visual software analysis platform that aims to observe attacks
executed during a capture the flag ( DEFCON CTF) challenge
by plotting attack execution and comparing them to normal
traffics [1]. Visual interactions and sensory representations
based on security abstract data to reinforce cognition [7]. The
use of AI bots to identify, diagnose and fix software flaws at
real-time during the challenge [3]. In addition, collecting cyber
security datasets for academic research purposes is another
core reason of implementing cyber security challenges. Allow-

Fig. 1. The Cybersecurity Challenge Platform Design.

ing participants from high schools, universities and industry
experts gives a wider range of datasets during the competition.
III. C YBERSECURITY C HALLENGE P LATFORM
The New Zealand “National Cybersecurity Challenge
(CSC)” (https://cybersecuritychallenge.org.nz/) competition
was established in 2014 by the University of Waikato along
with its industry partners. For the past three years (2016
challenge - 267 qualifying participants), the challenge has been
created into three rounds: (0) Online qualifying challenge, (1)
Capture the Flag (CTF) challenge, and (2) Red Team - Blue
Team Attack and Defend challenge. The competition aims
to provide cyber security education across academia and the
industry environment by up-skilling interested students and
providing security professionals with the latest possible attack
and defend scenarios.
Overall, the academic purpose of establishing and executing
Cybersecurity challenges are in relation to the following
reasons: (1) Cyber security education and situation awareness,
(2) Eliminates and minimizes data collection & sharing ethical
issues, (3) Creates an avenue for Dataset collection, and (4)
Ability to run low cost cyber security events in a controlled
environment.
The open online qualifying challenge and CTF challenge are
tailored around web exploits, encryption, network routing and
mobile vulnerabilities. All challenges are scored to a scoring
system which allocates different points for various challenges
depending on their complexity to solve. The “Red-Blue Team”
challenge infrastructure is based on a local network environment with virtual machines for the teams. Figure 1 shows
the infrastructure design. The top 5 teams from the Capture
the Flag (CTF) challenge, qualify to compete in the Red-Blue
Team (Attack and Defend) challenge.
IV. CSC S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION BACKEND P LATFORM
While we have briefly introduced the Cybersecurity challenge competition infrastructure and environment, our main
focus and contribution for this paper is on two research areas:
1) Dataset: The data collected from the past three years of
the New Zealand Cybersecurity challenge events.

2) Security Visualization: Understanding security attack
events using a ‘user-centric’ Security Visualization
framework with Provenance features.
A. Data Collection and Logging Types
Data logging and collection are important for monitoring
systems and networks. It allows network and security experts
to monitor and maintain systems in a most known secure
environment with the help of regularly implementing security
protocols, rules and policies based on identified cyber-attacks
and threats. As briefly mentioned in Section I, Datasets are
crucial for cyber security and data science researchers. This
means understanding cyber-attacks heavily relies on collected
datasets from the captured attacks. The Cyber Security challenge logging mechanisms are in the following categories: (1)
Network (pcap) logs using Wireshark, (2) Linux kernel audit
logs, (3) System logs using sysdig, (4) Apache top logs and (5)
VLC screen-captured videos capturing user actions and inputs
during different security challenge scenarios. The selection of
these logging mechanisms aims to monitor and log all attack
actions executed by the participating teams from all levels,
starting from network traffics to kernel level actions, user logs,
system level actions, application access & error logs and user
inputs. These logging mechanisms are configured for selected
teams in Capture the Flag challenge and all Red-Blue Team
challenge teams. Logs are configured to write and are saved
into a separate external virtual machine - backup storage.
B. CSC Competition Raw Dataset
Datasets are very important in fostering research, in particular understanding how attacks occur. Therefore, obtaining
datasets is vital given the ability to use them for security
analysis. The CSC competition datasets are in the following
types and formats:
1) Wireshark - pcap logs (Figure 2).
2) Linux kernal audit logs (Figure 3).
3) System logs - sysdig (Figure 4).
4) Apache top logs (Figure 5).
5) VLC screen-captured videos (Figure 6).

Substitute the names and IP addresses to new generic
names and IP addresses based on created standard.
Why data standardization process? Standardization procedures are taken to allow datasets of various formats be
used across numerous analytic tools. This allows interested
public researchers to easily integrate the dataset with their
data analytics or threat Intelligence tools.
The process of analyzing the collected data is done in
three methods: (1) manually analyzing logs and identifying
their existing format (knowing how many attributes and types
of delimiters used), (2) identifying and categorizing different
attacks by analyzing all different types of logs, and (3)
creating scripts to dynamically and automatically anonymize
the dataset based on analysis and insert them into database
tables. Table I shows anonymized data being categorized into
different types of attacks and stored into MySQL. Such scripts
includes regular expressions that are being used to search and
match rows, or excluded rows in various logs. Examples of
excluded rows are ‘commented information’ and duplicated
information which do not contribute to how security attacks
are executed. This script acts as a “Collector” mechanism that
checks for new data inputs, anonymize the inputs and inserts
them into respective database tables.
•

Fig. 2. Pcap Logs using Wireshark.

Fig. 3. Linux Audit Logs.

D. Backend Server Implementation
Fig. 4. System Logs using Sysdig.

Fig. 5. Apache Top Logs.

Fig. 6. User-inputs Captured using VLC.

C. Anonymization and Standardization
In order for such sensitive datasets to be used for cyber security research purposes, with the ultimate goal of publishing the
available datasets publicly, “Anonymizing and Standardizing”
the dataset is crucial. Why data anonymization process? Due
to security, privacy and sensitive reasons, this eliminates the
chances of attributing back to distinctive network sources. The
anonymization method focus on the following:
•

Locate names and IP addresses attributing to any known
sources

With the ultimate goal of providing a user-centric security
visualization infrastructure for our existing cyber security
challenge competition, anonymizing and standardizing the
datasets are made easy with a choice of known database. Based
on the cyber security challenge event time-frame (duration)
against the estimated data collected within that time-frame,
‘MySQL’ managed through phpMyAdmin. This is due to
practical reasons such as user friendly web interface with
less implementation complexities and existing web server
(XAMPP) integration capabilities [13].
E. Backend Design Overview
Figure 7 details the CSC Security Visualization backend
infrastructure overview. The components include the CSC
platform (Figure 1), a collector and the MySQL database.
The ‘Collector’ is a php script-base component which checks
the CSC data storage platform for new data inputs, collects
them and writes them into appropriate tables in MySQL. Once
attack datasets are analyzed, anonymized and stored in the
database, selected data can be exported into comma-separated
values (.csv) or JavaScript Object Notation (.json) formats for
frontend use, such as visualization.
While most Security Visualization platforms concentrate on
the frontend, our backend development objectives are:
• Develop an easy-to-use backend platform with interface
capabilities for any users to use and not just developers
and IT experts
• A less expensive backend-frontend integration platform
with reasonable efficient storage and processing power.
• A easy to manage security visualization backend infrastructure for educational use.

TABLE I
DYNAMICALLY S TORING ATTACKS INTO THE DATABASE .
ID
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Time
18:29:28
18:29:28
18:29:28
18:29:28
18:29:43
18:29:43
18:29:43
18:29:43
18:29:43
18:29:57
18:30:24
18:31:18
18:31:29
18:31:59
18:32:49
18:33:26
18:35:01
18:35:48
18:35:51
18:38:37
18:39:59
18:41:02
18:41:20
18:42:03
18:42:12

Source
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.4
10.0.53.2
10.0.53.3
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.2
10.0.53.2
10.0.53.3
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.3
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.3
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.1
10.0.53.1

Destination
10.42.122.123
10.42.122.151
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.60
10.42.122.11
10.42.122.123
10.42.122.151
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.60
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200
10.42.122.200

Protocol
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
TCP
TCP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP
HTTP

Command
nmap 10.42.122.0/24
nmap 10.42.122.0/24
nmap 10.42.122.0/24
nmap 10.42.122.0/24
nmap -sT –top-ports=100 10.42.122.0/24
nmap -sT –top-ports=100 10.42.122.0/24
nmap -sT –top-ports=100 10.42.122.0/24
nmap -sT –top-ports=100 10.42.122.0/24
nmap -sT –top-ports=100 10.42.122.0/24
/usr/bin/python /usr/bin/sqlmap -u http://10.42.12...
GET /adminlogin action?username=&password=...
GET /adminlogin action?username=%27&password=...
GET /adminlogin action?username=Admin&password=...
GET /adminlogin action?username=Admin&password=...
/usr/bin/python /usr/bin/sqlmap -u http://10.42.12...
/usr/bin/python /usr/bin/sqlmap -u http://10.42.12...
GET /adminlogin action?username=&password=...
GET /post/create action?name=Admin&date=12%2F%...
GET /adminlogin action?username=&password=...
GET /adminlogin action?username=%3C%3ECoolGuy...
GET /adminlogin action?username=
GET /post/create action?name=NewAdmin&date=12%2F%...
GET /post/create action?name=%3C%3ECoolGuy...
GET /post/create action?name=%3C%3ECoolGuy...
GET /adminlogin action?username=Mark&password=...

Fig. 7. Backend Implementation Overview.

The core component of the CSC Security Visualization
platforms are: (1) Apache XAMPP (Web Server) with phpMyAdmin, (2) a “Collector (PHP Scripting - base)” and
(3) CSC competition data source. All backend processes are
scripted, automated and connected to the security visualization
frontend platform.
F. Attack Analysis and Anonymization
In order for our CSC security visualization framework
to be effective and efficient with useful visual insights, a
crucial contributing process to our visualization infrastructure
is ‘Attack Analysis’ process. This process is executed in two
steps: (1) Identification of attacks and (2) Attack verification
against recorded screen captured video.
1) Identification of Attacks: Identifying different types of
attacks based on the collected dataset requires both manual
user checks and scripting mechanisms to obtain the right
information linked to the attacks. This means, the steps used
to identify the types of attacks executed during the CSC

Attack Type
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
SQL Injection
URL Manipulation
URL Manipulation
URL Manipulation
URL Manipulation
SQL Injection
SQL Injection
URL Manipulation
Remote Code Execution
URL Manipulation
URL Manipulation
URL Manipulation
Remote Code Execution
Remote Code Execution
Remote Code Execution
URL Manipulation

competition require extra effort and precise inputs. These steps
include: (1) manually identifying the attack signatures, e.g.
SQL injection; (2) Creating scripts to scan and read through
all logs, collect, categorize and format attack footprints into
attack types; (3) Create tables in database; and (4) Insert and
store attack records into related tables in the database.
2) Attack Verification against Screen Captured Videos: As
part of the logging requirements, we needed to evaluate and
verify that the attacks logged are synchronized with actual
user-inputs captured from participating teams. This eliminates
any error on the information collected using the logging
mechanisms. The most attractive contents of the dataset are the
red (Attacking) and blue (Defending) team logs showing the
most attack correlation events between the teams. Therefore
closely observing the screen captured videos of red and blue
team was one of our main tasks for the backend infrastructure.
The verification tasks emphasized on the log timestamps with
screen captured video timestamps. This sync process helps
verify the actual method, source and destination of attacks.
Once all processes are identified, automated and dynamic
scripts are implemented as part of the verification process to
filter and store important details such as source and destination
IPs. ‘Tshark’ commands and ‘regular expressions’ are used in
scripts to store results in multi-dimensional arrays of multiple
attack protocols. These scripts allow efficient data transition
from the backend to the frontend - the CSC visualization
frontend which will be discussing more in Section V.
V. CSC S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION F RONTEND P LATFORM
The CSC Security Visualization frontend performance heavily relies on how efficient data is being processed from the

Fig. 8. CSC Security Visualization Implementation Overview.

ing to visualize an attack at the certain time (interested attack
search). To fully understand how our security visualization
platform works, different components of the platform are
discussed in the remaining sections of this paper.
A. Implementation

Fig. 9. Red - Blue Challenge Design Overview.

backend then pushed to the frontend for visualization. And
there are important specifications and features that needs to
be addressed during the design phase of our visualization
mockup. These includes:
•
•
•

Frontend and backend compatibilities.
Data processing power and performance between backend
and frontend.
User-centric features for frontend visualization platform.

The entire CSC Security Visualization platform design
(Figure 8) shows our WebGL [24] user-centric security visualization platform which displays the various attacks during the
Cybersecurity challenge competition. With the amount of data
analyzed, our core focus was on Red-Blue Team competition.
Therefore, data requested from the backend and visualized are
the ‘attack and defend’ competition as shown in Figure 11.
In brief, our security visualization frontend showcase cyberattack activities between four red attacking teams against five
blue defending teams as illustrated in Figure 9.
The main components for the security visualization frontend
are: (1) WebGL visualization platform and (2) PHP scripting
platform. Similar to the backend ‘Collector’, the php scripting
platform checks the database tables for new inputs and pushes
relevant to the frontend for visualization. For example, request-

1) Why the choice of WebGL?: The advantages of using
WebGL for security visualization is due to its following
features: (1) A suitable cross-platform for visualization, (2) it
is fast and has capacity to fully utilize hardware acceleration,
making it suitable for complex interactive visualizations, (3)
It has efficient 3D visualization capabilities to visualize data,
and (4) provides users with user-centric control over visualizations [24].
2) Frontend Development Methodologies: The frontend security visualization implementation uses dependencies such
as libraries to create and display animated 3D visual graphics in web browsers. These includes three.js (a crossbrowser JavaScript library/API, particularly trackballcontrols.js), jquery, and Bootstrap [10], [9], [27]. The frontend
development steps are outlined below:
• Setting up of the environment: Components includes
XAMPP, Three.js, jquery, Bootstrap CDN and Ajax.
• Creating a WebGL visualization infrastructure (WebGL
VI).
• Teams Representation.
• Stimulating an Attack.
• Data Provenance Timeline.
• Adding Information to the WebGL VI.
B. Attack Analysis and Statistics
The security visualization platform was able to reveal
interesting visual outputs as seen in Figure 11. It has the
additional visual feature whereby attacks are tallied as they
are fetched from the database for visualization. The statistics
visual view in Figure 12 has indicated that majority of the
time, ‘Reconnaissance’ was done during the Cybersecurity
challenge competition. ‘Semantic URL attack’ and ‘Remote
Code Execution’ were highly used to exploit the blue teams

Fig. 10. CSC Security Visualization Interface.

Fig. 11. Red (Attack) - Blue (Defend) Team Visualization with Provenance Features.

systems and network. Other regular attacks used include ‘URL
Manipulation’ and ‘Directory Traversal attack’. These were
the primary vulnerabilities added to the challenge. In addition,
attack statistics are retrieved from collected datasets, with the
use of functions and visually displaying them in the main
security visualization window as well as in the statistical view.
Different colors represent different attacks and the increase
of colored points on the curves in Figure 11 indicates an
increase in attacks visualized. Frequencies of attacks vs time
are visualized for the Round-2 duration of the Cybersecurity
challenge competition.
C. Data Provenance as a Security Visualization Service
(DPaaSVS)
As mentioned in Subsection V-A2, data provenance is an
important added feature for this security visualization platform [16], [20], [30]. We introduce the term “Data Provenance
as a Security Visualization Service (DPaaSVS)” namely to

provide tracking, monitoring and attribution of attacks using
security visualization. IP addresses, timestamps and usercentric visual features associated with known attacks identifying where various attacks originate (IP address sources)
from and to which destination IP addresses are being the
targeted victims of the attacks. Login / logout details, Password
changes, and even failed resource access are used when trying
to reconstruct security events. A provenance of the attack
executions can be visualized as part of security visualization
displaying the process of attacks beginning with the process
of reconnaissance, then executing a default password (DPAtk)
attack to compromise the defending teams machine and later
executing other attacks such as: (1) remote code execution
(RCE) attacks, or (2) URL manipulation (URL-M-Atk) attack.
These related commands which allows attackers to bypass
a system also provides pieces of intelligences required to
visually map out how an attack is executed from start to
finish, and from source to destination. Figure 12 shows the
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Fig. 14. Attack Color Categories.
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Fig. 15. A Attack Sample Process: Recon − > DPAtk − > RCEAtk.

Fig. 13. Search Results Showing Type of Attacks Performed.

frequency vs time graph illustrating an overview of the attacks
execution and their corresponding times. Understanding the
attack processes shown in Figure 15 provides users with the
knowledge to map out how attacks are linked and are escalated
from reconnaissance to compromising default passwords and
further executing harmful attacks.
Therefore, equipping and enabling users with the opportunity to interact effectively with the visualization platform
using such provenance features to search for any IP address
of interest, creates the concept of DPaaSVS.
D. User-Centricity with Augmented Reality
From reimagining the environment through a mobile screen,
to the state-of-the-art Microsoft HoloLens [2], recent advances

in augmented reality [4] are offering new approaches for
cyber security visualization. Multidimensional objects can be
released from their traditional 2D prison and positioned in our
world. The ability to see in real-time where attacks originated
from (red team) or which machine is being targeted (blue
team) can help to better understand attacks, and provide
a sense of realism to these virtual threats. With a cyber
security challenge, augmented reality provides spectators with
a new medium to learn [32] and experience something that is
typically hidden. This could also be deployed in industry as an
awareness technique for the dangers of cyber-attacks, and used
by cyber security personal to visualize their infrastructure.
The WebGL visualization in Figure 11 can be moved into
the actual lab environment with augmented reality as shown
in Figure 18. Instead of computer symbols, these can be the
real machines in the room. The paths between machines can
then be shown, allowing users to follow attacks in real-time.
The positioning of machines and identifying which physical
machine associates with the log entries, along with different
rooms for the two teams are current challenges. Related
works on indoor positioning using known positions [23][22]
or wireless signal strength [15][21] could be implemented.
However the physical locations of the machines may need to
be hard-coded, unless they are able to also learn their location
automatically.

VI. L ESSON L EARNT: CSC S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION
Overall, the data collection process is a challenging task.
However, repeating the Cybersecurity challenge competition
yearly for the past 3 years, we were able to improve and
tailor logging mechanisms according to what types of datasets
required for academic research purposes and most importantly
what we want to visualize. Other challenges include the
backend and frontend implementation.
1) Backend Implementation Challenges: The concept of
creating effective simple to use user-centric visualization is
a challenging task. Creating effective security visualizations
for targeted audiences, situation awareness requires thorough
insights on designing the most interactive security visualization platforms. Factors contributing to high probability of a
visualization platform being highly interactive depends on how
well visualization designers understand the nature of the cyberattacks, dataset type and structure, and who are the targeted
audience.
In addition, log formats often creates difficulties for certain
databases, especially when dynamically reading in the data
into allocated database tables. ‘Transcribing’ video logs for
implementation verifications and correlations between logs and
user-input events is a tedious task.
2) Frontend Implementation Challenges: Understanding
how WebGL works was the factor affecting how data has
been rendered forward to the web browser. Integrating multiple
programing languages and allowing them to communicate
between each other were the major challenges for the security
visualization platform. However, getting WebGL to link up
with the backend based on the queries requested and picking
which type of visualization should be used to visually display
an attack was the challenge. Designing and implementing
the security visualization with incorporating the concept of
provenance into the real-time visualization became a time
consuming factor of the entire visualization.
VII. S ECURITY V ISUALIZATION E VALUATION

Fig. 16. Mouse-over Click to Display Attack Information.

Fig. 17. Time-colored indicator of Attack.

Fig. 18. Example of augmented reality, where a user is looking through a
mobile device.

A. Platform Evaluation
Security Visualization for Cybersecurity challenge competitions have advantages and disadvantages. We are able to
develop user-centric features allowing users to utilize the
security visualization platform and gain most security insights
from Cybersecurity challenges. Such interactive user-centric
features are: ‘mouse-over clicks’ with information details
(see Figure 16), color-change indicators (see Figure 14 &
Figure 17) to highlight different security events, and statistical
visualization features (see Figure 12) to show number of
attacks executed during the competition (see Figure 11).
B. Logging and Attack Evaluation
The performance of the security visualization platform
depends on many factors. These includes rendering methods,
functions, proper use of visualization libraries and most importantly how and what data format is produced for the frontend
to use for visualization. Comma-separated values (.csv) and
JavaScript Object Notation (.json) data formats have enhanced

the performance and how data is represented visually. Near
real-time visualization effectiveness were depended on how
well data are retrieved using searching algorithms prior to
pushing them to the frontend for visualization. Dynamically,
a ‘constantGet’ function constantly checks the database using
Ajax [17] every second for new data inputs to visualize. Data
provenance highlighted in the visualization platform with the
use of timeline indicating the Cybersecurity challenge duration
and specifically highlight the exact time an attack is executed
from the red team to the blue team (see Figure 17). Additional
visualization features in identifying the source and destination
of different attacks are made available with the ability to search
for IP addresses using the search option on the visualization
platform. Mouse-over clicks and pop-up information boxes
helps users to interact effectively with the security platform.
Users are able to click, snap and drag the visualization view
around to clearly see interested attacks.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
Cybersecurity challenge competitions play an important
role in providing students and security experts with up-todate security skills, security education awareness and most
importantly, allowing academic researchers to collect datasets
for research purposes. In this paper we have highlighted the
importance of security datasets. We have displayed our usercentered security visualization infrastructure and outlined effective visualization techniques that attracts and captures users
to effectively use security visualizations for insight retrieval in
an event of cyber-attacks.
Finally, the research goal is to ‘visually connect the dots’ between attack sources and destinations plus attack correlations
between red with blue teams. Equally important, connecting
the dots between the users visual perception and our security
visualization platform allowing users to actively interact and
understand cyber-attacks in a more realistic way. In future
work we aim to add more user interactive features (mobile
platform capabilities), forensic visualization features to analyze expliots, infected files and protocols. We also aim fully
develop the prototype shown in Figure 18 for upcoming cyber
security challenges and use visualization to analyze in realtime structurally how inputs that are crushing the defending
team machines.
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